
BRAND AWARNESS, CUSTOMER  ACQUISITION & OUTBOUND SALES

CLIENT BRIEF
A global automotive company approached ROKT to drive awareness and sales for a number of 
their new car brands, focusing particularly on their new range of family-friendly vehicles. 
The brand aimed to target consumers at different points in the purchase funnel, particularly those 
who were already looking to purchase a new car, as well as building brand awareness and capturing 
the details of those outside the purchase cycle.

ROKT SOLUTION
ROKT was able to implement a multi-step approach to meet the needs of the automotive brand and 
capture the interest of consumers at each stage of the purchase funnel. 
ROKT’s exclusive partner network allowed the brand to target a high-income audience proven to 
be actively spending online.
The ROKT campaigns targeted consumers at each point of the purchase cycle. To build awareness 
and consideration, consumers chose to watch a video about the new vehicles, as well as signing 
up to the e-newsletter to hear more from the brand. Once consumers had completed this step, they 
were then presented with the option to be called by a sales representative regarding booking a test 
drive. This allowed the brand to take them through the sales process to purchase. 

CAMPAIGN SUCCESS
This multi-faceted approach saw significant success for the company, allowing them to build 
consideration with consumers, and increase their email and outbound sales databases.
The brand was seen by over 500,000 unique users in total, with more than 65,000 unique users 
added to their newsletter subscribers. 
The company also saw over 2,000 users register their interest to receive a call to book a test drive.

CAMPAIGN INSIGHTS
One of the most unique capabilities of the ROKT platform is the ability to drive singular focus on 
the brand within a busy online environment. Each consumer who reached the final sales step had 
watched a 45 second video regarding the new vehicle, spending a significant amount of time solely 
focused on the brand.


